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Tossups 
1. When he was only twenty years old, this scientist was conducting experiments in the 

medicinal use of gases, discovering the anesthetic quality of nitrous oxide. Most famous 
in his lifetime for inventing the Miner's Safety Lamp, we know him better for discoveries 
that resulted from his work in electrochemistry. FTP name this scientist, discoverer of the 
elements Sodium, Potassium and Chlorine. 

Answer: Sir Humphry Davy 

2. This philosopher spent twenty-five years without speaking to his mother because she 
heard that two geniuses could not exist in the same family. An extreme pessimist, he 
saw the use of the intellect to control the will as the only way to diminish human suffering. 
For ten points- name this German philosopher, author of The World as Will and Idea. 

Answer: Arthur Schopenhauer 

3. The first day saw a Pyrrhic victory for the Confederates, who pushed Grant's forces back 
but saw their commanding officer, Albert Johnston, die in battle. His replacement, PGT 
Beauregard, would be less successful, keeping his life but giving up the field. As a result, 
the Union gained controlled the Mississippi valley after, FTP, this Tennessee battle. 

Answer: Shiloh (Pittsburg Landing) 

4. The seat of Marion County, this city is one of the largest to lie near no major body of 
water. Situated near several major rail lines and now near four major interstates, it 
earned its state the nickname "Crossroads of America." FTP name this city which boasts 
a more famous road, its namesake 2.5 mile speedway. 

Answer: Indianapolis 

5. In his former career, he was a Harvard professor, an occupation to which his nickname in 
the Senate gives credit. He looks every bit a professor when he speaks from the floor 
wearing a tweed jacket and a bow tie, and has served as US ambassador to India and 
the United Nations. FTP name this soon-to-retire senior Senator from New York. 

Answer: Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

6. Even though he briefly attended Juilliard, this keyboardist's education came from playing 
in New York clubs in the 1940s with the likes of Coleman Hawkins and Dizzy Gillespie. 
Commercial success eluded him, though, until the mid-1950s for his popular recordings 
for Riverside Records and later with his own quartet for Columbia Records. FTP, name 
this composer and pianist famous for such tunes as "'Round Midnight" and "Straight, No 
Chaser." 

Answer: Thelonius Monk 

7. He was said to be representative of the stormy sea, which "causes flooding and destroys 
the habitations of men, until the god rescues them." He is seen as a demon of the sea
marsh, rather than the sea itself, because he dwells in the Fen, emerging at night to 
ravage Hrothgar's kingdom. FTP, who is this beast, the first of Beowulfs epic victims? 

Answer: Grendel 

8. Sponsors included IBM, and McDonald's and something called "Sensormatic." Medals 
were handed out in a record 271 events, but were shockingly devoid of the Coca-Cola 
logo. Despite much better product placement than its predecessor, IOC president Juan 
Antonio Samaranch still refused to acknowledge it as being better than the Barcelona 
incarnation. FTP identify this celebration of marketing and oh yeah, sports too. 

Answer: the 1996 Summer Olympics [accept anything that includes "Atlanta") 



9. These laws, known as sumptuary laws in ancient Greece and Rome, were first founded 
in America in New Haven, Connecticut. Dealing with private and public behavior, they 
concern sales regulations on Sundays and were epitomized by the 18th amendment. For 
ten points- name these laws named for the color paper they were originally printed on. 

Answer: Blue Laws 

10. His current job is leading the World Wide Web Consortium, where he extols open 
platforms and standards. Ironically, the problems created by the different number of 
programs used by CERN lead to the development of the programming language that 
would make him famous. FTP identify the creator of HTML and father of the VIIWW. 

Answer: Tim Berners-Lee 

11. Though held annually since 1909, it has been known as this since 1989. In the past 
decade, it has become one ofthe premier trade shows in the world . Displaying concept 
cars like the Dodge Viper, Plymouth Prowler and introducing the new VW Beetle have 
increased its prestige. FTP identify this event, held every January in Detroit. 

Answer: the North American International Auto Show [prompt on "Detroit. ... 1 

12. Congress approved its construction in 1977, and its completion date was set for 1982. 
This date slipped back to 1986, and then the Challenger explosion halted efforts until 
1990, when it became the most expensive astronomical project ever. FTP identify this 
satellite, which has performed well after minor tweaking corrected a focusing error. 

Answer: The Hubble Space Telescope 

13. Grandson of William the Conqueror and nephew of King Henry I, he proclaimed himself 
King of England upon Henry's death in 1135, despite his oath of fealty to Henry's 
daughter, Matilda. Frequent civil wars marred his reign, and he was deposed by Matilda 
for six months in 1141, who later named Henry of Anjou as his heir. FTP, name this king, 
the only monarch of the House of Blois. 

Answer: King Stephen 

14. Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam have had the most success in pursuing this scientific 
Holy Grail, showing that electromagnetism and weak interactive forces were linked. 
Currently, string theory looks promising, but even Einstein failed in this field. FTP name 
this elusive theory that seeks a common explanation for the four fundamental forces. 

Answer: Unified Field Theory or Grand Unified Theory 

15. The Calgary entry in the Western Hockey League is named for him. Not only did this 
wrestler win five WWF world heavyweight titles, but he was also a two-time Inter
continental champ and twice shared the Tag Team title. Leaving his father's Stampede 
Wrestling to join the WWF, he now wrestles with WCW. FTP name this wrestler, whose 
documentary subtitled "Wrestling With Shadows" that aired recently on A&E. 

Answer: Bret "Hitman" Hart 

16. This northern Germanic language was influenced by Old High German, but did not go 
through the Second Consonant Shift. The inflection and declension of the language were 
simpler than Old High German, which can be seen in the Danish, Netherlandic, and 
Flemish languages today. FTP, name this ancient language, also called Old Low 
German, whose most famous written work is the Christian gospel "Heliand." 

Answer: Old Saxon (accept Altsaechsisch, prompt on early OLG). 

17. He became a lecturer at Cambridge University in 1882 and was awarded the Cavandish 
professorship of experimental physics before he was thirty. He was awarded the Order 
of Merit, a knighthood, the Copley Medal of the Royal Society and in 1906, the Nobel 
Prize. FTP-namethis inventor ofthe cathode ray tube and discoverer of the electron. 

Answer: J. J. Thomson 



18. His first exposure to the New World came when he was a young boy and saw the 
wonders Columbus brought back after his first voyage. He went to Hispaniola in 1502, 
and exploited native labor until becoming a priest. Soon, he would criticize and attempt 
to end the harsh treatment of the natives in tracts like The Devastation of the Indies. FTP 
identify this most outspoken critic of Spanish conduct in the New World. 

Answer: Bartolome de las Casas 

19. The most prominent poet of the Augustan Age, the use of rhyming couplets, and a well
ordered manner became his hallmark. Just over five feet tall and Catholic, he would 
become famous for his caustic treatment of his foes in his poetry. FTP- name the author 
of the line "A little learning is a dangerous thing" and An Essay on Man. 

Answer: Alexander Pope 

20. He published 47 books and met seven U.S. presidents, but, like his fellow author Mark 
Twain, he was most proud of the fact that he saw Halley's comet twice. He attended 
Dartmouth and Oxford, but never went to med school, as his pseudonym implies. FTP, 
what was this famous pen name of Thaodor Geisel. 

Answer: Dr. Seuss 

21. This landlocked African country contains the Shire River, the only outlet of Africa's third 
largest lake, Lake Nyasa. Known as Nyasaland from 1953 to 1964 it is bordered by 
Tanzania to the north and Mozambique to the east and south and Zambia to the west-for 
ten points- name this country who derives its name from the Maravi, a Bantu people. 

Answer: Malawi (Accept Nyasaland as early answer) 

22. In order to fight cystic fibrosis, the fatal disease that his son has been diagnosed with, 
this ex-NFL quarterback has created his own brand of BBQ sauce, for which the 
proceeds are donated to cystic fibrosis research. This lefty spent fourteen years in the 
league, including stints with the Cardinals and Jets. FTP name this quarterback, who 
now trades quips with Dan Dierdorf on Monday Night Football. 

Answer: Boomer Esiason 

23. Invading the southern Greek mainland about 1100 BCE, these people quickly occupied 
most ofthe Peloponnesus and destroyed Mycenae. Most likely originating from the 
regions of Epirus and Thessaly, they brought iron working, cremation, and a different 
dialect to Greece, and their later descendants include the Spartans and Corinthians. 
FTP, name these western Greeks who lend their name to the second musical mode. 

Answer: Dorians 

24. Starring in such movies as North Shore Fish, and The Garbage-Picking, Field Goal 
Kicking Philadelphia Phenomenon, this actor is probably more famous for his roles in 
sitcoms. Hudson Street was a flop, as was his last short-lived, eponymously titled show, 
in which he played a dim-witted Italian guy. FTP name this actor, the master of 
portraying dim-witted Italian guys, as seen in Who's the Boss? 

Answer: Tony Danza 

25. Its roots lie in the rejection of non-scientific claims about human thought and insight, 
dominating American psychology for decades. Holding that the mind and personality 
were a "black box" that could not be deciphered, it would eventually be usurped by the 
cognitive revolution of the 1970s. FTP identify this school associated Watson and 
Skinner. 

Answer: Behaviorism 



Bonus 
1. Gerhard Schroeder became Chancellor of Germany in 1998. Can you name these facts 

about the new German leader? 
(5) For five points, the Chancellor he succeeded. 
Answer: Helmut Kohl 
(10) Name Schroeder's political party. 
Answer: Social Democrats 
(15) For fifteen points, the state of which he was Premier since 1990. 
Answer: Lower Saxony (accept Niedersachsen) (DNA Saxony) 

2. For 10 points each, answer these questions about Dashiell Hammet 
(10) Which novel created the characters of Nick and Nora Charles? 
Answer: The Thin Man 
(10) Which friend of Hammet's is Nora Charles based upon? 
Answer: Lillian Hellman 
(10) At age 22, Hammet was employed by what company whose logo is an unblinking eye. 
Answer: Pinkerton's Detective Agency 

3. Name the explorer 30-20-10. 
(30) The mountain named after him is the tallest on the Atlantic Coastline, and lies in Acadia 

National Park. 
(20) He founded the city of Detroit in 1701. 
(10) A line of GM lUxury cars is named after him as well. 
Answer: Antoine de Lamothe, Sieur de Cadillac [accept Lamothe] 

4. Answer the following about Martin Scorsese's Taxi Driver, 5-10-15. 
(5) She played Betsey, the woman Travis Bickle takes to a porno film on their first date. 
Answer: Cybil Shepherd 
(10) This important director and critic wrote the film's screenplay. 
Answer: Paul Schrader 
(15) Admired by Scorsese for his scores to some of Hitchcock's best-known films, he 

composed Taxi Driver's score. 
Answer: Bernard Herrmann 

5. Answer the following about an American landmark. 
(10) Made for the 1876 Centennial Celebration, it was shipped in 350 pieces aboard the 

frigate Isere. 
Answer: the Statue of Liberty 
(10) This French sculpture was responsible for the visible features of the statue. 
Answer: Auguste Bartholdi 
(10) This publishing magnate was responsible for raising the millions needed to construct the 

pedestal, getting many donations through his New York World. 
Answer: Joseph Pulitzer 

6. Name these merry men of Robin Hood's gang for ten points each 
(10) Most often associated with a quarterstaff, Robin Hood's lieutenant was also proficient 

with a sword or a bow, and he once beat Robin in an archery competition. 
Answer: Little John 
(10) He dressed in silk and sometimes carried a rose, but don't underestimate him! He would 

often beat Robin in a broadsword fight, though he was most skilled with knives. 
Answer: Will Scarlet 
(10) One story has that he met Robin when he was carrying him across a river, but then 

dumped him in the middle and a fight ensued. The stranger then blew a whistle and 
summoned fifty dogs to fight Robin Hood's merry men, but Robin convinced him to join 
his gang. 

Answer: Friar Tuck 



7. For five points each and a 10-point bonus for all four, name the four plant species 
associated with the Jewish holiday of Sukkot. 

Answer: palm branch; myrtle; willow; etrog or citron 

8. Identify the American statesman, 30-20-10. 
(30) After leaving politics, he earned his paycheck by joining a private lobbying firm, the same 

one his former colleague Bob Dole joined after his ill-fated presidential run. 
(20) He failed to earn a share of the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize because his nomination was 

allegedly filed late. 
(10) This Senator from Maine had immense power as he served as the Democratic Majority 

leader, retiring from the Senate in 1995, the same year the Republicans gained their 
majority. 

Answer: George Mitchell 

9. 30-20-10, name the U.S. military figure. 
(30) During World War II, he commanded the 37'h Tank Battalion, 4th Armored Division in the 

U.S. Third Army. 
(20) In 1968, he succeeded Gen. William Westmoreland as commander of ground forces in 

Vietnam. 
(10) In 1980, the Army introduced the M-1, a tank named in his honor. 
Answer: Creighton W. Abrams 

10. For 5, 10, and 15 points, show your knowledge of Maylasia. 
(5) For five, name its capital. 
Answer: Kliala Lumpur 

(10) Name its embattled prime minister. 
Answer: Mahathir bin Mohamad 

(15) Name either ofthe two Malylasian states on the island of Borneo. 
Answer: Sabah or Sarawak 

11 . Franz Joseph Haydn put many unconventional musical devices into his symphonies, 
which were later subtitled to describe them. FTPE, give the subtitle of the symphony 
based upon its number and a brief description. 

(10) No. 45, so named because in the fourth movement, the musicians finish their parts and 
leave one by one until one two violinists remain. 

Answer: "Farewell" Symphony 

(10) No.1 01, so named for the almost mechanical background of the second movement. 
Answer: "Clock" Symphony 

(10) No. 94, so named for the loud chord in the quiet second movement. 
Answer: "Surprise" Symphony 

12. Imagine you are transported back in time, a LONG way back in time, to an era when the 
Chicago Cubs were World Champs, and you just witnessed a double play ... 

(10) First, FTP, give us the scoring of the double play, shortstop-to-second-to-first. 
Answer: 6-4-3 
(10) Name this most famous double play combination, ten points all or nothing. 
Answer: Tinkers to Evers to Chance 
(10) Finally, tell us the year of this last Cubs World Series victory. 
Answer: 1908 



13. Answer these questions on an American author and his stories, 5-10-15. 
(5) This author, born in Salinas, Califomia, won the 1962 Nobel Prize in literature. 
Answer: John Steinbeck 
(10) This novel earned Steinbeck his only Pulitzer Prize, which he won in 1940. 
Answer: The Grapes of Wrath 
(15) This novel about striking fruit pickers established Steinbeck as a noteworthy author. 
Answer: In Dubious Battle 

14. Name these 90's musicians for ten points each. 
(10) This Oxford, England based band hit it big with "Creep," and deliberately overhauled their 

sound as a result. 
Answer: Radiohead 
(10) His first album "Welcome to the Cruel World" brought him comparisons to both Bob 

Marley and Bob Dylan; who is this singer/songwriter, who often plays a Weissenborn, a 
unique type of Hawaiian guitar? 

Answer: Ben Harper 
(10) Since their debut album "Deluxe" went platinum, these rockers from Baton Rouge have 

not regained the same level of success. Appearing on The X-Files and Empire Records 
soundtracks has done little to boost their fame. 

Answer: Better Than Ezra 

15. Answer these questions about statistics for five, ten, and fifteen points. 
(5) Represented by the Greek letter "mu," this property of a population is sometimes called 

the expected value. It is the sum of all possible values; each weighted by its probability. 
Answer: Mean 

(10) The name of an interval that displays a certain range which the mean of a population may 
lie in, determined by the mean and standard deviation of a much smaller sample. 

Answer: Confidence interval 

(15) It is an investigation of the regression and error of a set of bivariate data, and it is the key 
to the examination of a linear regression model. 

Answer: Analysis of Variance (accept Nova) 

16. Even though it is overshadowed by War Games, which had the incomparable Matthew 
Broderick, an earlier movie about nuclear war also featured thespiatic pyrotechnics. 
FTPE, name character from Dr. Strange/ave that Peter Sellers' played given a quote from 
that character. 

(10) "ColoneL Bat Guano, ifthat really is your name." 
Answer: Group Captain Lionel Mandrake 
(10) "Mein FUhrer, I can walk!" 
Answer: Dr. Strangelove 
(10) "Gentlemen, you can't fight in here. This is the War Room!" 
Answer: President Merkin or Muffley 

17. We all remember when France won Soccer's World Cup in 1998, but how much do you 
remember about the World Cup competitions of 1994, held in the United States? Answer 
these questions for ten points each. 

(10) This Colombian player was shot 12 times in a bar on July 2, 1994 for scoring a goal 
against his own team in a match against the U.S. 

Answer: Andres Escobar 
(10) This defender was the only American player to make the All-World Cup Team 
Answer: Alexi Lalas 
(10) This star striker lead Brazil to its fourth Cup, earning the Golden Boot in the process. 
Answer: Romario 



18. After three months of voting, Monopoly players in the U.S. and Canada have decided the 
most popular game tokens. The car came in first, of course, but for five points each 
name the next three most popular Monopoly tokens? They are an animal, a weapon, and 
an article of clothing. 

Answer: Dog, Cannon, and Top Hat 
The Monopoly poll was held in order to decide what would become the first new game 
token in over 40 years. For five points each, what were the three candidates up for the 
monumental title, which will be revealed in February? 

Answer: A sack of money, a biplane, and a piggy bank 

19. Answer these questions on Wilhelm Wundt, S-10-1S. 
(S) For five points, the science he founded, although William James is sometimes credited. 
Answer: Psychology 
(10) For 10 points, he taught the first course of psychology at which university? 
Answer: University of Heidelberg 
(1S) For fifteen points, he founded the first journal devoted to psychology. Name it. 
Answer: Philosophical Studies 

20. Ballooning seems to be a most popular challenge for media moguls and adventurers. Let 
us see what you know about the sport. 

(S) This man set the ballooning distance record of approximately 1S,OOO miles 
Answer: Steve Fossett 
(10) Fossett was joined on his most recent attempt with this British mogul. 
Answer: Richard Branson 
(1S) The number of attempts Steve Fossett has made to circle the globe. 
Answer: five (5) (Prompt on, but give credit for "Too Many") 

21. In May 1954, a conference was held in Geneva, Switzerland to forge a political solution to 
the First Indochina War. FTPE, give the answers to the following. 

(20) For ten points per person, name the Soviet Foreign Minister and British Foreign 
Secretary who chaired the conference. 

Answers: Vyacheslav Molotov and Sir Anthony Eden 
(10) Name the country which, along with the Government of Vietnam, refused to sign the final 

accords. 
Answer: United States 

22. Answer these questions on bacteria for the stated number of points. 
(S/S/S) For five points each, name the three shapes of bacteria. 
Answer: Spiral or Spirillum; 

rodlike or bacillus; 
spherical or coocus 

(1S) For fifteen points, give the general name of bacteria that thrive at temperatures high 
enough to kill many other life forms. 

Answer: Thennophilic 

23. If you've ever had to buy computer components, chances are you've had to deal with 
pushing expansion cards into slots. To complicate matters, newer computers usually 
have three different bus-types for the add-on slots on the motherboard. FTPE, give the 
meaning of each bus-type acronym. 

(10) I.S.A. - developed by IBM in the 1980s and then for many years the only type. 
Answer: Industry Standard Architecture 
(10) P.C.1. - a new, faster architecture developed by Intel in the mid-1990s. 
Answer: Peripheral Component Interconnect 
(10) A.G.P. -a newer version ofP.C.1. meantforvideo cards. 
Answer: Accelerated Graphics Port 



24. 30-20-10, name this geologist. 
(30) He served as geologist on an expedition to the South Seas led by the American explorer 

Charles Wilkes between 1838 and 1842. 
(20) He suffered a physical breakdown from exhaustion in 1859 and he spent the rest of his 

life in seclusion, though he continued to publish. 
(10) He was the author of such works as A System of Mineralogy and the Manual of Geology. 
Answer: James Dana 

25. It is a sociological term referring to a situation in which social norms lose their hold over 
individual behavior. For 10 points each: 

(10) Name this 6-letter term that names a lack of clear standards to behavior in an area of 
social life. 

Answer: anomie 
(10) The concept of anomie was modified by what American sociologist who argued for 

deviance as adaptation and also wrote of the sociology of science? 
Answer: Robert KOng) Merton 
(10) The term "anomie" was brought into sociological usage by which French sociologist and 

author of The Rules of Sociological Method? 
Answer: Emile Durkheim 




